In the present article we generalize the connection of M. Hashiguchi and S. Hojo and study some uniqueness theorems and finally obtain the relationship between Cartan connection and the socalled Finsler connection.
3) With trivial deflection tensor i. e. with non-linear connection obtained from contracting i jk F by y j . On the other hand M. Hashiguchi [9] established the connection with the given torsion tensor T, while S. Hojo [10] 
where L(x,y) is fundamental function. We write,
and so on.
Thus if l i denote the unit vector along element of support then,
where g ij (x,y) is metric tensor.
Let us assume that the matrix of
where h ij is the angular metric tensor defined as h ij =g ij -l i l j. is the chrotoffel's symbol of second kind and
is the christoffel's symbol of first kind.
Theorem 2.1. The generalized Finsler connection (
is a given skew symmetric and (0) p homogeneous tensor
where ||k and ||k denote h and ν-covariant derivative with respect to the connection
Applying Christoffel process to (2.7)' we get 
In view of (2.11), (2.14), (2.5) and (2.6) we have the following relations 
